Introduction.
Infinitely differentiable functions of compact support defined on R play an important role in Analysis. Usually, one constructs examples using an idea of Cauchy. For this example the derivatives are cumbersome. This problem makes me search for a better example.
Looking at a rough plot of such a function and its derivative (see figure 1 ) I asked if it was possible that the derivative could be formed with two homothetic copies of the same function translated conveniently. So I posed the following question: We will prove that there is a unique solution ϕ satisfying the above conditions. For this unique solution the value of the constant k is 2. No other value of k gives a solution.
The function ϕ has many other properties. It can be interpreted as a probability (theorem 3), ϕ and some of its translates form a partition of unity (theorem 5), its derivatives can be computed easily (theorem 4), and the most notable, it is not a rational function but its values at dyadic points are rational numbers that are effectively computable. Since its derivatives are related to the same function, not only the values of ϕ but also those of its derivatives ϕ (k) (t) are rational number at dyadic points. The only reference that we know about this function is a paper [4] by Jessen and Wintner (1935) where the function ϕ is defined by means of its Fourier transform, as an example of an infinitely differentiable function, but Jessen and Wintner do not give any other property of this function.
2. Existence and Unicity. Theorem 1. There is a unique infinitely differentiable function with compact support ϕ : R → R and such that:
and the constant k appearing in (d) is necessarily equal to 2.
Proof. First, assuming that ϕ exists, we will prove the unicity of ϕ and that k = 2. Since ϕ ∈ D(R) its Fourier transform is an entire function
The Fourier transform of ϕ (t), ϕ(2t + 1) and ϕ(2t − 1) are 2πiz ϕ(z), e πiz ϕ(
By induction, we obtain from (2) that
Conditions (a) and (b) imply that ϕ(0) = ϕ(t) dt > 0, so that taking limits for n → ∞ we obtain k = 2 and
If there is a solution to our problem it is unique, because by the inversion formula
and condition (c) will fix the value of the constant ϕ(0). We will see later that (c) implies ϕ(0) = 1, so that in what follows we will use ϕ(z) to denote the function defined in (4) assuming ϕ(0) = 1. Now we will show that the solution ϕ exists. We start from the function ϕ(z) defined in (4) . Since the infinite product converges uniformly in compact sets, the function ϕ(z) is entire. Equation (2) may be used to expand it in power series
where the c k are rational numbers defined by the recurrence
From equation (7) we obtain that the numbers c k are positive. Also we have
where F k are natural numbers, F 0 = 1, F 1 = 1, F 2 = 19, F 3 = 2915, F 4 = 2 788 989. Using the known formulas
cos z 2 n , and
we obtain
where v 2 (m) is the greatest exponent such that 2 v2(m) divides m. It is clear that ϕ restricted to R is infinitely differentiable. We will show also that it is a rapidly decreasing function.
Let
It is easy to see that there is a constant M r ≥ 0 for each r ∈ N such that
Applying the rule to differentiate an infinite product and the same idea used above to bound |x n ϕ(x)| we obtain
where the sum extended to S refers to all sets {s 1 , . . . , s t } of natural numbers such that s 1 + · · · + s t = r and s i ≥ 1 and the sum in H to all sets {h 1 , . . . , h t } of t distinct natural numbers.
Once we have proved that ϕ is a test function in Schwartz space we define ϕ by means of equation (5). It follows that ϕ is infinitely differentiable and rapidly decreasing. Since ϕ satisfies (2) with k = 2, we obtain that ϕ satisfies condition (d) with k = 2. We will show that ϕ also satisfies conditions (a), (b) and (c). Instead of using Paley-Wiener's Theorem we prefer to use another method, which gives us some additional information.
Let µ n be the Radon measure in R whose Fourier transform is Proof. Denote by C * (R) the Banach space of complex valued bounded functions defined on R. Since the measures µ m are on the unit ball of the dual space, which is weakly compact, there is a measure µ that is a weak cluster point to the sequence µ m . Since F(µ m ) → F(ϕλ) pointwise, we have F(µ) = F(ϕλ). Since F is injective in the space of bounded Radon measures, we obtain µ = ϕλ. Therefore ϕλ is the only weak cluster point, so that it is the weak limit of the sequence µ m .
Since µ m → ϕλ with weak convergence, it follows that ϕ satisfies condition (a) and, since ϕ is continuous it follows that ϕ(x) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ R. Now we know that ϕ(t) dt = ϕ(0) = 1. This fact, together with the fact that supp(ϕ) = [−1, 1] yields
and ϕ satisfies condition (c).
It remains to show that ϕ satisfies (b). By the same reasoning as above we have for every x ∈ (−1, 0)
3. Other expressions for ϕ.
We have seen two possible definitions of ϕ: the expression (5) and that given in Lemma 1. We will give another two. One as the limit of a sequence of step functions and another by means of an integral. We need some previous notations and definitions.
Let p n be the sequence of polynomials defined by the recurrence
It is easy to see that
The degree g n of p n is given by the equations
in the polynomial
For each n ∈ N, let ϕ n be the step function obtained from the polynomial 2
m by the characteristic function of the interval
n . We have then:
Theorem 2. ϕ is the limit of the sequence of step functions ϕ m .
Proof. It suffices to observe that for a characteristic function f of an interval with dyadic extremes, we have It is easy to see that
This gives us an easy algorithm to obtain the ϕ m , and also shows that
Therefore we have a combinatorial interpretation of the coefficient of x r in p m (x): The coefficient of x r in p m (x) is the number of partitions of r, in m parts r = The measure ϕ(t) dt is the limit of the µ m , therefore for all integrable f ,
Since each ν k is an image measure the last integral can be transformed in an integral on [0, 1] N with respect to the measure
From this we get
In other words we have proved the Proposition: Let x k be independent random variables uniformly distributed in [0, 1], ϕ(x) (with −1 ≤ x ≤ 0) is equal to the probability that the sum
Properties.
Theorem 4. Let
where s(k) denotes the sum of the digits of k when written in base 2. Then (a) θ is an infinitely differentiable function.
Proof. The sum in the definition of θ(t) is locally finite, therefore θ is infinitely differentiable and its derivative is
using the definition of s(k) this yields (21) θ (t) = 2θ(2t).
By repeated differentiation of (21) we obtain
For t ∈ [−1, 1] we have ϕ(t) = θ(t + 1) so that
This proves that on any dyadic point t = q/2 n the Taylor expansion is a polynomial
and for q odd the degree of T (t, x) is n.
Corollary. The function ϕ is not analytic on any point of the interval [−1, 1].
Theorem 5. For u > 0 and t ∈ R we have
Proof. The left hand side of (25) is locally finite, therefore the sum is infinitely differentiable. It is a periodic function of t with period u. Therefore it has a Fourier series expansion
Some particular cases of (25) are interesting:
which is equivalent to
Also, from (25) it follows that (29)
which is no more than the Fourier expansion 
, therefore also equal to the sign of θ(k).
Equation (25) is not only a Fourier expansion, it is also Poisson's formula applied to ϕ(t + x). For t = 0 it yields
and using the knowledge about the support of ϕ, this implies
5. Values at dyadic points.
First we determine the values of ϕ(1 − 2 −n ).
Theorem 6. For each natural number n we have
where c n are the rational numbers that appear in the expansion (6) of ϕ.
Proof. We can check, by differentiation, that in the sequence of functions
each function is a primitive in [−1, 1] of the previous one and all vanish at the point t = −1. So integrating by parts
and this proves (34).
From the two formulas we obtain
where F k are the integers defined in (8).
We may compute in a similar way all the numbers ϕ(1−2 −n ). With this objective notice that
2πix dt
from which we obtain ϕ(1 − 2 −n ). Another way to compute these numbers is to use
together with the fact that
where d 0 = 1 and we have the recurrence
It follows that there are integers G n such that
The numbers d n , equation (33) and
determine the values of ϕ(1 − 2 −n ). We may prove now the following theorem:
Theorem 7. The function ϕ takes rational values at each dyadic point.
Proof. Let t = q/2 n with |q| < 2 n . We compute ϕ(q2 −n ). Since ϕ and all its derivatives vanish at the point −1, Taylor's theorem with the rest in integral form gives us
Applying our formula for the derivatives of ϕ we obtain
Since for 2h ≤ 2 n+1 (1 + x) ≤ 2(h + 1) we have θ(2 2n+1 (1 + x)) = (−1) s(h) ϕ(2 n+1 (1 + x) − 2h − 1) and putting 2 n+1 (1 + x) − 2h − 1 = u we obtain ϕ(t) = 1 n! 2 ( For the computation we may first obtain the common denominator of ϕ(q2 −n ) for a fixed n, and using (30) it is possible then to compute the exact value of ϕ(q2 −n ). For n = 5 the common denominator is 33 177 600 = 2 14 
